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BUDAPEST – Main Observatory of HMS, 10 km from the Airport

Measuring periods: 2018. 01. 10. – 03.22., 2018. 10.30. – 2019. 01. 28.

2019. 10. 09. – 2020. 02. 26,  2020. 11.20. – 2021. 05. 04.

Data sources: SYNOP, Radiosonde (12843),

Ceilometer (Type: LUFFT CHM 15k)

Aviation meteorology + SODAR
Surface radiation and energy budget

Profile measurements 30 m tower                    

Calibration: T, Rh, Wind, rad.

sensors – ISO standard in HMS

Flux calculation: TK3, EddyPro

Soil energy budget: 

soil temperature, moisture and 

Huskeflux heat flux plates                                     



Case study 1.) Radiation fog formation and dissipation 

in the early morning (2019. 01. 01.)
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Case study 2) Anticyclonic situation with front overpass in Nov. 2020. 

Relative humidity in the surface layer.

Time periods for mist, fog and some of these indicators.



Case study 23–26. of November 2020 



Case study 23–26. nov. 2020. Ceilometer data 

and visibility from weather station



Micrometeorological fog experiments in Sió valley (2018-2020)

HMS, Siófok

Hilltop

Near Sió-chanel

Data sources: SYNOP, energy budget, Ceilometer, 

SODAR, cloud camera, tethered balloon

2 experiments

3 sites 



3) Radiation fog in the Sió valley 03–05. November. 2018.

Weather map, 00UTC, 4/11/2018. Relative humidity (1 – 2,7 m)

Radiation budget components Atmospheric and soil temperatures



4) Fog events in the Sió valley from cloud camera, 2018

Radiation

Leaf wetness grid (from Campbell)

Relative humidity



Energy budget components using GILL sonic, LE as residual

Case studies from 11th of November to 11th of December 2018

Momentum flux (τ), friction velocity (u*) and wind speed (U (3 m))



5) Thetered balloon measurements with GRAW
DFM-09 radiosonde – at Siófok Observatory

… nightime

– 4 days of measurement in Jan. 2020.

– 25 T / RH profiles

– 250 m string length, with automatic 

recoil (electric reel)

Goals: daily profile variability,

transition period profiles

… daytime



Profile measurement in the lower 200 m layer

Hysteresis phenomenon (up)

„ Last flight” of helium-filled balloon (down)



Conclusions, outlooks

• 6 fog experiments were carried out for better understanding fog 

events in Budapest (HMS, 12843) and in the Sió valley.

• Flux calculations was made using TK3 and EddyPro program

• Relative humidity measurements are uncertain above ~90-95%. 

Additional comparisons are important.

• Based on the visual fog observation above ~95% relative 

humidity values are detected for radiation fog in most cases .

• Using present weather sensors the length of fog events are 

underestimated.

• Common analyses of all experiments is in progress.

• Useful dataset for micrometeorological investigations and 

NWP model comparisons (WRF parameterizations)



Thank you very much for your attention!


